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Enhancement of a 2D front-tracking algorithm with

a non-uniform distribution of Lagrangian markers

Mijail Febres, Dominique Legendre ∗

Institut de Mécanique des Fluides de Toulouse (IMFT) – Université de Toulouse, CNRS-INPT-UPS, Toulouse, France

a b s t r a c t

The 2D front tracking method is enhanced to control the development of spurious
velocities for non-uniform distributions of markers. The hybrid formulation of Shin et al.
(2005) [7] is considered. A new tangent calculation is proposed for the calculation of the
tension force at markers. A new reconstruction method is also proposed to manage non-
uniform distributions of markers. We show that for both the static and the translating
spherical drop test case the spurious currents are reduced to the machine precision. We

also show that the ratio of the Lagrangian grid size 1s over the Eulerian grid size 1x

has to satisfy 1s/1x > 0.2 for ensuring such low level of spurious velocity. The method is
found to provide very good agreement with benchmark test cases from the literature.

1. Introduction

Numerical simulations of two-phase flows requires the resolution of moving/deforming fluid interfaces. Among the
methods reported in the literature, the front-tracking method presents itself as a promising alternative. One of the main 
advantages of the front-tracking method for the treatment of interfaces is that the surface tension contribution can be 
simplified. Indeed, instead of calculating a local curvature as seen in volume-tracking methods like VOF [1–3] or Level Set 
[4–6], the surface tension contribution in the front-tracking method is determined through the calculation of tangential 
forces on the edges (or the nodes in 2D) of surface elements [7]. This ensures that the total force on any closed surface 
is zero, which is beneficial in long simulations [8,7]. This advantage comes with some shortcomings. Fluid interfaces can 
move and deform in such a way that markers forming the front can travel in the tangential direction to the interface, ac-
cumulating in small interface areas, or leaving large interface areas without any markers. This is shown in Fig. 1(a), where 
a rising bubble is simulated on a uniform Eulerian grid of cell size 1x and the interface is initialized with front elements 
of size 1s = 1x. A loss of precision is observed when the density of marker is reduced but instabilities can be observed 
when the number of markers is increased [9,10] (see Fig. 1(b)). Adding or removing elements from the front according to 
some threshold of element size 1s is a relatively simple procedure [11,12]. However, it is not clear how the flow is then 
affected, and algorithmic complexity is expected in interface merging and break-up problems, as well as in 3D calculations. 
Controlling an uniform distribution of markers works well enough in cases involving interfaces with moderate deformation 
[see for example the work of [13], where an artificial tangential marker velocity is applied], but some perturbations can 
be observed on the bubble sides as shown in Fig. 2(a). A similar behavior is expected when instead of using an artificial 
velocity, polynomials/functions are fitted to the markers and are used to keep a uniform distribution of the front [14,15]. 
Also, markers can suffer small amplitude mesh-scale oscillations that are not physical [14]. The application of smoothing 
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Fig. 1. Front-tracking method implemented in JADIM (present work, without any reconstruction/redistribution), applied to a rising Bubble with ρ1/ρ2 = 10, 
µ1/µ2 = 10, σ = 24.5, g = 0.98, Re = 35, Eo = 10 [following [17]]. (a) Bubble shape with the use of 63 markers. (b) Zoom on the left side of the bubble 
when increasing ×4 the number of markers.

Fig. 2. Bubble case shown in Fig. 1(a) using 63 front markers treated with: (a) Artificial tangential marker velocity. (b) Artificial tangential marker velocity
combined with: Fourth order filter [14]; Savitzki–Golay [16] filter.

filters [14,16], seems to alleviate this effect. The combination of both artificial tangential marker velocity and smoothing 
filter allows to recover a relevant bubble shape as shown in Fig. 2(b). These treatments that seem to solve the front-tracking 
method issues were developed in the context of uniform distributions of markers and their extension to 3D problems is not 
obvious.

Shin et al. [7] introduced a “hybrid formulation” treatment for the surface tension contribution and reported a reduction 
of spurious velocities down to machine precision for an uniform distribution of markers. They also proposed a reconstruc-
tion method based on an optimum indicator function contour to obtain a mass-conservative method for non-uniform marker 
distributions. This approach was reported to be robust enough to solve all the issues described above. However, their re-
construction method produces a non-uniform distribution of markers which affects negatively the ability of the “Hybrid 
formulation” to reduce spurious velocities.

The objective of this work is to propose a new method for the calculation of the tangents used in the capillary con-
tribution that guaranties the reduction of spurious velocities to machine precision even for a non-uniform distribution of 
markers. We also propose a new front reconstruction method that remarkably preserves the spurious currents reduction of 
the hybrid formulation close to machine precision. The present work is organized as follows. In section 2 we describe the 
numerical implementation of the front-tracking method inside the in-house code JADIM, giving emphasis in section 3 to 
both the new approach for the calculation of the tangents and the new method for the front reconstruction. In section 4, 
we validate the new approach for the calculation of the tangents using classic spurious velocity tests from the literature: 
we consider the static and translating 2D drop test cases and we analyze the effect of the Laplace number, the Capillary 



number, the grid refinement and the time step on the spurious velocity development. In section 5, we validate the new 
reconstruction method using the same test cases and also considering the oscillating drop test case. We test the whole 
implementation against 2D rising bubble benchmarks in section 6.

2. Numerical method

2.1. General solver

For this study, we use the in-house code JADIM, developed at IMFT. The treatment of moving interfaces in JADIM has 
been detailed in the literature [18–22]. Considering two Newtonian incompressible isothermal fluids, no mass transfer at 
the interface and a constant surface tension, the following 1-fluid formulation for the Navier–Stokes equations writes:

∇ ·U = 0 (1)

∂U

∂t
+ (U · ∇)U = − 1

ρ
∇P + 1

ρ
∇ · 6 + g + F σ (2)

where U stands for the velocity field, P for the pressure field, 6 is the viscous stress tensor, g is the acceleration due to 
gravity, Fσ is the capillary contribution, ρ and µ are the local density and dynamic viscosity, which are calculated using 
the classical VOF function C (C = 1 in fluid 1):

ρ = Cρ1 + (1− C)ρ2 (3)

µ = Cµ1 + (1− C)µ2 (4)

Equations (1) and (2) are discretized using the finite volume method in a staggered grid and spatial derivatives are calculated 
using a second-order centered scheme. A third-order three-step Runge–Kutta scheme is used to solve the advective terms 
time advancement, a semi-implicit Crank–Nicholson method is used to treat viscous terms and a projection method is used 
to ensure the continuity condition. Besides the CFL condition, the time step is selected to satisfy the stability condition 
imposed by the capillary contribution in the momentum equation [23,24]:

1tmin < 1tσ =

√
(ρ1 + ρ2)1x3

8σ
(5)

2.2. Computing the VoF function C in front-tracking

To calculate C from a given marker distribution, we adopt the procedure found in [15,25]. Briefly, a set of markers iden-
tified with indexes k in Fig. 3(a) is distributed along the interface forming the “front” over the Eulerian grid identified with 
subscripts i, j. Around each front element e of length 1se formed by the pair of markers k − 1 and k, a rectangle (typically 
B and C in Fig. 3(b)) of width 1se and height ℓ can be constructed using the normal unit vector to the element pointing 
to both sides of the interface. The signed distance to the front is calculated in the cell (i, j) lying inside each rectangle as ∣∣di, j

∣∣ =
∣∣xe − xi, j

∣∣ where xi, j is the Eulerian cell centers and xe is the element center. The sign of di, j is determined de-
pending on which side of the interface the point xi, j lies. Additionally, irregular quadrilaterals can be constructed for each 
marker located in between two rectangles on the convex side of the interface (see the quadrilateral A in Fig. 3(b)). They 
are introduced because regular rectangles will not completely cover convex areas. Inside these irregular quadrilaterals, di, j
is calculated as the distance from the cell center xi, j to the corresponding marker. When a cell center is located in more 
than one rectangle the minimum distance to the corresponding elements is selected for di, j .

The distance function φ to the interface is then determined in each cell (i, j) by:

φi, j =





−γ if di, j < −γ ,

di, j if
∣∣di, j

∣∣ ≤ +γ ,

+γ if di, j > +γ

(6)

where γ is the width of band formed by the union of all quadrilaterals, typically γ = 2
√
21x [see [15]]. The height ℓ of 

the rectangle is chosen such that 0 < γ < ℓ, so the band of width 2γ is contained in the union of all the quadrilaterals 
constructed before. The calculation of the distance function φ is repeated at each time step but only for the cells lying in 
the vicinity of the interface (given of course that a consistent initialization of φ is provided at t = 0). It is worth mentioning 
the simplicity of implementation of φ, its accuracy and economy of calculation [see [15,25]].

Once the discrete field for the distance function φ is known, the VoF function C is found through the mollified Heaviside 
function in each cell (i, j):



Fig. 3. Front tracking method. (a) Eulerian/Lagrangian grid, showing Eulerian cells i, j and elements formed by Lagrangian markers k; (b) Corresponding
quadrilaterals construction used for the calculation of the distance function (for clarity, quadrilaterals on only one side of the front are shown).

C i, j =





0 if φi, j < −ε,

0.5
[
1+ φi, j

ε + 1
π sin

(
πφi, j

ε

)]
if

∣∣φi, j

∣∣ ≤ ε,

1 if φi, j > ε

(7)

where ε =
√
21x is approximately half the numerical thickness of the interface.

2.3. Hybrid formulation for the surface tension force

The surface tension force F σ = σκnδ is calculated following the hybrid formulation introduced by Shin et al. [7]. This 
method consists in calculating the nδ contribution on the Eulerian grid while the curvature κ is calculated from the La-
grangian markers. F σ is then calculated as:

F σ = −σ

ρ
κ∇C (8)

Considering for example an i + 1/2 face and an j + 1/2 face of the staggered grid, the discretization of the capillary force 
in both direction is then:

Fσ i+1/2, j = −σ

ρ
κi+1/2, j

C i+1, j − C i, j

1x
(9)

Fσ i, j+1/2 = −σ

ρ
κi, j+1/2

C i, j+1 − C i, j

1y
(10)

The calculation of κ is obtained from the capillary force F ′
σ determined using the makers as follows. We can write F ′

σ

as

F ′
σ = σκG (11)

where the discrete numerical expression of F ′
σ and G onto the Eulerian grid are expressed in the form of a sum over the 

elements e [7]. For example at an i + 1/2 cell face

F ′
σ i+1/2, j =

∑

e

f eD i+1/2, j(xe)1se (12)

G i+1/2, j =
∑

e

neD i+1/2, j(xe)1se (13)

where f e is the capillary force contribution of element e and D i+1/2, j(xe) is the Dirac distribution function. Their calculation 
are now detailed.

The local force f e at a front element e is calculated (in 2D) following [8]:

f e =
∫

1se

σκnds (14)

Using the Frenet relation for the curvature of a two-dimensional line, κn = ∂t/∂s, we have:

f e = σ
(
tk − tk−1

)
(15)



Fig. 4. (a) Local force fe at element e using tk and tk−1 the tangent vectors at markers k and k − 1 according to equation (15) (present work); (b) Local 
force fk at marker k using te and te+1 the tangents of elements e and e + 1 according to equation (16). (c) Two interfaces defined by two elements having 
the same tangents: above with a uniform markers distribution and below, with a non-uniform marker distribution. (For interpretation of the references to
color in this figure, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

where tk and tk−1 are the tangent vectors at markers k and k − 1 (red circles in Fig. 4) that define the front element e (see 
red line in Fig. 4(a)). This approach is also used in [11,12,26,8,9,27–29]. A new method for the calculation of the tangent tk
at the marker position is proposed in section 3.1.

Note that there is another approach that consists in calculating this force at marker position [see [30,7,31,32,25,33]]. 
Considering the difference between the tangents te and te+1 of the neighbor front elements e and e + 1 as shown in 
Fig. 4(b), the force f k at the marker k is calculated as:

f k = σ (te+1 − te) (16)

Although both formulations ensure that the total force on any closed surface is equally zero, there is a crucial difference 
between the two methods. We consider the two interfaces (ABC ) and (A′B ′C ′) described by two elements in Fig. 4(c). The 
elements AB and A′B ′ (resp BC and B ′C ′) have the same unit tangents but the curvature and so the capillary contributions 
at point B and B ′ are different. However, if the tangent f B at marker B is calculated using equation (16), then tBC − t AB =
tB ′C ′ − t A′B ′ and both interfaces (ABC ) and (A′B ′C ′) will contribute at marker B with an identical capillary force f B = f B ′

while they clearly have different curvatures. The consequence of this problem were noticed but not solved in [7].
We now consider the discretization of the Dirac distribution function. For example at an i + 1/2 cell face, D i+1/2, j(xe) is 

approximated by [34]

D i+1/2, j(xe) = 1

1x1y
δ

(
xi+1/2, j − xe

1x

)
δ

(
yi+1/2, j − ye

1y

)
(17)

where

δ(r) =





δ∗(r) if |r| ≤ 1,

1/2− δ∗(2 − |r|) if 1 < |r| < 2,

0 if |r| ≥ 2

(18)

and

δ∗(r) = 3− 2|r| +
√
1+ 4|r| − 4r2

8
(19)

Cell center quantities are linearly interpolated from the faces. In a uniform staggered grid, this is achieved by:

F ′
xi, j =

1

2
(F ′

xi+1/2, j + F ′
xi−1/2, j), F ′

yi, j =
1

2
(F ′

yi, j+1/2 + F ′
yi, j−1/2) (20)

Gxi, j =
1

2
(Gxi+1/2, j + Gxi−1/2, j), G yi, j =

1

2
(G yi, j+1/2 + G yi, j−1/2) (21)

The curvature at cell centers is then calculated by:

κi, j =





F ′
xi, jGxi, j+F ′

yi, jG yi, j

σ (G2
xi, j+G2

yi, j)
if G2

xi, j + G2
yi, j > 0,

0 if G2
xi, j + G2

yi, j = 0
(22)

The following filter function is introduced:
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ci, j =
{
1 if G2

xi, j + G2
yi, j 6= 0,

0 if G2
xi, j + G2

yi, j = 0
(23)

and the curvatures at the face center are recovered with:

κi+1/2, j =
{

κi, jci, j+κi+1, jci+1, j

ci, j+ci+1, j
if ci, j + ci+1, j 6= 0,

0 if ci, j + ci+1, j = 0
(24)

κi, j+1/2 =
{

κi, jci, j+κi, j+1ci, j+1

ci, j+ci, j+1
if ci, j + ci, j+1 6= 0,

0 if ci, j + ci, j+1 = 0
(25)

2.4. Advection of markers

Once mass and momentum equations (1)–(2) are solved and a conservative velocity field is obtained, markers are ad-
vected integrating in time:

dxk

dt
= U k (26)

using an explicit first order (F O ) scheme:

xn+1
k

= xnk + U k1t (27)

where n stands for the current time step. The marker velocity U k is interpolated from the Eulerian grid through:

U k =
∑

i j

1x1yU i jD i j(xk) (28)

For comparison purposes, the marker advection will also be solved inside the momentum three-step Runge–Kutta cycle 
and eq. (26) will be calculated using the three order (RK3) scheme:

x
m,n
k

− x
m−1,n
k

1t
= (αm + βm)U

m−1,n
k

(29)

where αm and βm are the Runge–Kutta coefficients of the Navier–Stokes solver:

α1 = β1 = 4/15; α2 = β2 = 1/15; α3 = β3 = 1/6 (30)

The subscript m is the current RK3 step and Um
k

is the corresponding intermediate velocity. The RK3 is initialized with the 

position and velocity at time n: x0,n
k

= xn
k
and U 0,n

k
= Un

k
. The new position at time n +1 is xn+1

k
= x

3,n
k

. By default, in all the 
simulations reported in this work, the markers advection will be performed using the first order Euler scheme F O except 
when the Runge–Kutta RK3 is explicitly mentioned.

3. Improvement to the marker method

3.1. New tangent calculation at markers position

The calculation of tangents at the markers position has been addressed in the literature by fitting/interpolating functions 
on the markers position and then calculating the tangents analytically [see for example [8,9]]. In this work we consider that 
two neighbor front elements e and e + 1 share a common curvature center, as depicted in Fig. 5.

By simple geometrical considerations, the tangent tk at marker k can be calculated from the tangents te and te+1 of the 
elements e and e + 1 considering that markers k − 1, k and k + 1 are located on the same circle:

tk = 1se+1te + 1sete+1√
1s2e+1 + 1s2e + 21se+11sete · te+1

(31)

As detailed in Appendix B, relation (31) is an exact geometrical relation so no additional error from interpolation is intro-
duced here.



Fig. 5. Schematics of a front. In red, the discrete front defined by elements e and e + 1. Their tangent te and te+1 (not shown) are used in the calculation 
of the tangent tk at marker k. In black the circle of center C defined by markers k − 1, k and k + 1. (For interpretation of the references to color in this 
figure, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 6. Description of the reconstruction procedure. The interface shape is a part of the shape of a rising bubble with ρ1/ρ2 = 1000, µ1/µ2 = 100, σ = 1.96, 
g = 0.98, Re = 35, Eo = 125 [17] (see section 6). Circles 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 are generated with the curvature of the front elements ab, cd, de, ef and f g
respectively. Markers before reconstruction; Markers after reconstruction located on the Eulerian grid. (For interpretation of the references to color in
this figure, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

3.2. The new front reconstruction method

It is well known that markers may drift along the interface due to the fluids motion. In the literature, keeping a rea-
sonable density of markers on the front can be achieved by including and removing front elements given a certain size 
threshold [see [11,12]]. A more sophisticated and automated procedure can be found in [9], where an interpolating curve is 
used to obtain an homogeneous distribution. Also, an artificial tangential velocity can be calculated and added to the marker 
velocity to produce a front with a uniform distribution of markers [see [13,25]]. A more robust procedure is proposed in 
[7], where an optimum indicator function is introduced to preserve the mass and is used to intersect the Eulerian faces 
to produce new markers. However, an increase in spurious velocities is then reported because of the non-uniform marker 
distribution resulting of the reconstruction.

In this work, we propose a new front reconstruction method with the objective to keep the property of the marker 
method for the reduction of spurious velocities. The method consists in a local reconstruction of the interface using for each 
element e a circle Ce of radius Re determined using the pair of markers k − 1 and k that define e. The intersection between 
this circle Ce and the Eulerian grid will be the base of the reconstruction process. The radius Re is determined using the 
Frenet relation for the local curvature R−1

e n = dt/ds. The radius Re is then calculated for the element e using the tangents 
tk−1 and tk at markers k − 1 and k as:

R−1
e =

∥∥∥∥
tk − tk−1

1s

∥∥∥∥ (32)



Fig. 7. Zoom from Fig. 6 on front elements (a) ab, (b) cd, (c) de and (d) ef . Before reconstruction; After reconstruction. (For interpretation of the
references to color in this figure, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

The unit tangents tk−1 and tk are calculated using the new expression proposed in this work (relation (31) in section 3.1). 
The circle center location with respect to the interface is defined considering the sign of the product ne · (tk − tk−1). Once 
this circle Ce is determined, it is intersected with the faces of the Eulerian grid. In practice the intersection is only made 
with the Eulerian cells in the vicinity of the element. Then new markers are defined as the intersecting point located inside 
the circular arc limited by the two considered markers k − 1 and k of element e. Since front elements do not overlap 
(coalescence process are not addressed in this work), the intersecting points for each element are unique. Fig. 6 shows a 
typical reconstruction process. The front before reconstruction is represented by the red squares. For each elements ab, cd, 
de, ef and f g , the circles 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 are constructed. The intersections between these circles and the Eulerian grid 
faces define the new front markers represented using blue circles in the figure.

Fig. 7 shows in detail selected elements and their associated circles used for the reconstruction. The case depicted in 
Fig. 7(b) deserves a special treatment. Circle 2 intersects the Eulerian grid close to a corner. In such situation, two new 
markers (in green in Fig. 7(b)) are generated and they form a new front element of short length 1se . The closer the circle 
make the intersection to the corner, the smaller is the resulting front element (in an extreme case 1se = 0). The effect of 
having small elements will be discussed in section 5. A threshold value 1smin is introduced to control the minimum size 
of the elements. If 1se ≤ 1smin the markers k and k − 1 are fused together to avoid small elements. The procedure for this 
fusion is simple. Following the method described above a circle Ce is determined based on the two markers to fuse. They 
are replaced by an unique marker located at the center of the circular arc between the two markers. Fig. 7(b) shows the 
result of such fusion. It will be shown in the following that the reconstruction is not necessary at each time step. We note 
nt the number of iterations between two reconstructions. It is worth mentioning that the radius Re in equation (32) is only 
used in the reconstruction process and is not used in the calculation of the capillary force contribution.

4. Validation of the new tangent calculation

It has been reported in [7] that the hybrid formulation for the capillary contribution described in section 2.3 only re-
duces spurious velocities close to machine precision when a uniform distribution of markers is used. In this section, we 
first reproduce the test proposed in [7] for a static drop and then we extend the validation to the translating drop test 
case. We evaluate the new tangent formulation proposed in this work for the calculation of the capillary force (combination 
of equations (15) and (31)). In particular, we test if spurious velocities can be reduced to machine precision when a non-



Fig. 8. 2D static drop test case. The capillary force is calculated using the original hybrid formulation of [7] (equation (16)). Comparison between a uniform
( ) and a random distribution of markers ( ). (a) Maximum normalized velocity evolution. (b) Normalized pressure at y = 0.5. (For interpretation
of the references to color in this figure, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 9. 2D static drop test case. New calculation of the capillary force (equations (15) and (31)). Comparison of a uniform ( ) and a random distribution
of markers ( ). (a) Maximum normalized velocity evolution. (b) Normalized pressure at y = 0.5. (For interpretation of the references to color in this
figure, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

uniform distribution of markers is considered. For the tests reported in this section, the reconstruction procedure described 
in section 3.2 is not applied.

4.1. The static drop test case

A 2D drop with radius R = 0.25 is initialized in a regular 50 × 50 grid of size L × H = 1 × 1. Having all the fluid 
properties set to 1, the corresponding Laplace number is La = ρDσ /µ2 = 0.5. For this test, markers are advected using the 
first order FO time integration scheme (equation (27)). Results are shown in Fig. 8 where two distributions of markers are 
compared. In blue, the interface is initialized with a uniform distribution of markers such that 1s = 1x. In red, the interface 
is initialized with a random distribution of markers. The minimum and maximum element sizes are 1smin = 0.31x and 
1smax = 1x, respectively. The calculation of the local surface tension force f is first performed using the hybrid method

from [7] corresponding to equation (16).

The maximum velocity Umax inside the domain is reported in Fig. 8(a) using the capillary number Ca = µUmax/σ as

a function of the normalized time τ = t/
√

ρD3/σ . When using an uniform distribution of markers, a maximum capillary 
number close to machine precision is obtained. The use of a non-uniform distribution of markers increases the maximum 
capillary number Ca up to 8 orders of magnitude. However, the pressure on a line crossing the center of the bubble seems to 
be unaffected and correctly predicted in both uniform and non-uniform distributions of markers. This is shown in Fig. 8(b), 
where the radial coordinate and the pressure are respectively normalized as r̃ = (x − xc)/xc and P̃ = P/(σ /R) where xc is 
the position of the bubble center.

The same test is now repeated using the new method proposed here for the calculation of the capillary force (equations 
(15) and (31)). As can be seen in Fig. 9(a), in both uniform and non-uniform distributions of makers the capillary number

is now close to machine precision. Pressure at y = 0.5 obviously shows no variation for both distributions (see Fig. 9(b)).
The influence of the Laplace number La on the spurious velocities for the non-uniform distribution of markers is now 

analyzed. The density ρ and the dynamic viscosity µ of both fluids are set to 1, while the surface tension is varied to 



Fig. 10. Effect of La on the spurious current convergence for a non-uniform distribution of markers. (a) Maximum velocity: , La = 0.5; , La = 12;

, La = 120; , La = 1200; , La = 12000. (b) Maximum and RMS velocities: , La = 0.5; , La = 12; , La = 120; , La = 1200;

La = 12000. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 11. Static drop test case. Laplace number effect on the pressure jump. Relative error for , 1Pmax; , 1Pavg .

consider the Laplace numbers La = 0.5, 12, 120, 1200 and 12000. The corresponding results are shown in Fig. 10(a) where 
the evolution of the normalized maximum velocity is reported using the capillary number Ca. The Laplace number affects 
the initial evolution of the velocity, but in all cases a stabilization is always achieved with similar values close to machine 
precision. In Fig. 10(b) the RMS dimensionless velocity is shown up to τ = 0.2. The rate of convergence in time for the 
RMS velocity is quite similar to that of the maximum velocity, its value being one order of magnitude smaller. Note that 
results close to machine precision where also found with a VOF-CSF method [35] and with the Level Set Sharp Surface Force 
method [20] but a longer time for convergence was observed for these methods.

We define the average pressure jump 1Pavg and the maximum pressure jump 1Pmax , both normalized by the Laplace 
pressure σ /R . The former is found by taking the difference of the area weighted average of the pressure inside (0.5 < C ≤ 1) 
and outside (0 ≤ C < 0.5) the drop, while the latter is calculated by the difference between the maximum and the minimum 
pressure inside the domain. The relative error for 1Pmax and 1Pavg are defined as |1− 1Pmax R/σ | and 

∣∣1− 1Pavg R/σ
∣∣, 

respectively. They are reported as function of the Laplace number in Fig. 11. The error in 1Pmax has a tendency to decrease 
with La, while 1Pavg it is close to 0.01% for any La. A grid test dependence is reported in Fig. 12. The values of both 
the Maximum and RMS velocities remains close to machine precision for all the grid considered. However, we observe the 
growth of the maximum and RMS velocities with grid resolution (Fig. 12(a)). The same trend is found for the maximum 
pressure jump error (Fig. 12(b)) while the error in the average pressure shows a decrease with grid resolution. The reason 
of the observed lack of convergence might be due to round-off errors that can be important at this level of precision. Taking 
equation (17) as an example, it is clear that when 1x = 1y = 1 → 0 then D i, j → ∞. Analytically, this does not affect κi, j

in equation (22), since the denominator in 12 of D i, j vanishes through F ′
σ and G . However, the successive operations with 

12 might bring round-off errors as 1 → 0. To avoid the error, the surface tension force contribution should be rewritten

using D i, j defined as D i, j = δ(xi, j − x′
k
)δ(yi, j − y′

k
) but this simplification only works in uniform Eulerian grids. The analysis

and correction of round-off errors (if possible) must be extended to all routines in the solver, a task that was outside of the 
scope of this work.

Next we evaluate the effect of the time step 1t on the reduction of spurious velocities and the F O and RK3 schemes 
for the marker advection are compared. The case of La = 12000 is chosen for this test and results are reported in Fig. 13



Fig. 12. Static drop test case. Effect of R/1x (1τ = 0.15). (a) , Maximum Velocity; , RMS Velocity. (b) Relative error for , 1Pmax; ,

1Pavg .

Fig. 13. Static drop test case. Effect of 1t (R/1x = 12.5). (a) , Maximum Velocity (F O ); , RMS Velocity (F O ); , Maximum Velocity (RK3);

, RMS Velocity (RK3). (b) Error for , 1Pmax (F O ); , 1Pavg (F O ); , 1Pmax (RK3); , 1Pavg (RK3). (For interpretation of the
references to color in this figure, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

where the time step has been normalized using the characteristic time as 1τ = 1t/1tσ where 1tσ is defined in eq. (5). 
For all 1τ tested, both maximum and RMS velocities decrease with 1τ and stabilize to a value close to machine precision. 
F O and RK3 schemes give similar spurious velocities except for the larger time step considered (1τ ≈ 1.8) where the 
difference is about 2 orders of magnitude. This is expected given that RK3 is a high order scheme of advection so the 
difference between the two schemes will be noticeable when increasing the time step. There is no noticeable difference 
between F O and RK3 for the relative errors of the pressure jump 1Pmax and 1Pavg (Fig. 13(b)). The relative error for the 
maximum pressure jump 1Pmax shows a clear convergence with the reduction of the time step whereas the error in the 
average pressure is almost constant (≈ 0.01%).

4.2. The translating drop test case

The translating drop test case is a more difficult configuration for the control of spurious velocities [35,24,20]. Indeed, 
the combined effect of the curvature calculation and the interface advection controls the development of spurious currents 
[20]. We consider a translating drop of radius R = 0.2 inside a unit square domain initialized with a uniform velocity field 
U0 (Fig. 14). On the horizontal boundaries the symmetry condition is imposed, while on the vertical boundaries a periodic 
condition is prescribed. The fluids properties are varied to test different Laplace La and Capillary Ca numbers, keeping the 
same density and viscosity inside and outside the drop. Markers are initially randomly distributed on the drop surface with 
element sizes ranging between 1smin = 0.31x and 1smax = 1x. The timescale tU = D/U0 is used to define the normalized 
time as τ = t/tU .

In the reference frame of the translating drop, the velocity should remains zero. So, we define the normalized velocities 
Ũmax =max(|U − U0|)/U0 and Ũ RMS = |U RMS − U0|/U0 to characterize the development of the spurious currents. The evo-
lution of Ũ with time is shown in Fig. 15. The maximum velocity rapidly stabilizes to values close to machine precision for 
all the Laplace numbers La considered. The RMS velocity however does not perfectly converge with time, a trend that was 



Fig. 14. Domain definition for the translating drop test case.

Fig. 15. Translating drop test case. Time evolution of the maximum velocity Ũmax for: , La = 1.2; , La = 120; , La = 1200; , La = 12000;

and for the RMS velocity Ũ RMS for: , La = 1.2; , La = 120; , La = 1200; , La = 12000, while keeping We = 0.4 and R/1x = 12.8.

(For interpretation of the references to color in this figure, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 16. Translating drop test case. Effect of the Laplace number La. (a) , Maximum Velocity Ũmax; , RMS Velocity Ũ RMS . (b) Relative error for
, 1Pmax; , 1Pavg , while keeping We = 0.4 and R/1x = 12.8.

noticed in [35] where it is stated that advection induces perturbation on the shape of the interface (hence the curvature 
calculation). Fig. 16(a) shows the effect of the Laplace number on the maximum and the RMS velocity keeping a constant 
Weber number We = ρU2

0D/σ = 0.4. The maximum and RMS velocities both increase with the Laplace number, their max-

imum values being Ũ ≈ 1 × 10−13 and Ũ RMS ≈ 1 × 10−14 , close to machine precision. The relative error for the maximum 
pressure jump decreases with La, while the average pressure jump is almost constant (Fig. 16(b)).

The effect of the grid refinement is shown in Fig. 17 for We = 0.4 and La = 12000. The simulations are conducted with 
the time step 1τ = 0.15 imposed by the stability criteria (5) for the finest grid (R/1x = 50). Fig. 17 reports for both the 



Fig. 17. Translating drop test case for We = 0.4 and La = 12000. Effect of R/1x (1τ = 0.15). (a) , Maximum Ũ ; , RMS Ũ . (b) Percent error for
, 1Pmax; , 1Pavg .

Fig. 18. Translating drop test case. Normalized pressure profile for R/1x = 50, La = 12000 and We = 0.4 at: (a) τ = 0.0804; (b) τ = 1.6089.

velocity and the pressure the same behavior as observed for the static drop test case. The spurious velocity magnitude 
and the error of the maximum pressure do not decrease with the grid refinement as discussed in section 4.1. However both 
maximum and RMS velocities remain close to machine precision with values less than 7 ×10−13 and 4 ×10−14 , respectively. 
Note that this level of spurious velocity is significantly lower than those reported in [35] and [20]. The pressure profile is 
always sharp and no perturbation could be detected as shown in Fig. 18.

We consider the effect of the time step 1t in Fig. 19(a) for La = 12000, We = 0.4 and R/1x = 12.8. Here the F O
and RK3 schemes for the marker advection provide different level of spurious velocities. For the error in the pressure the 
behavior is similar to the one observed for the steady drop test case. The difference for the velocity is more significant. The 
magnitude of the spurious velocities remains to a very low level but no clear convergence is shown with 1τ . In fact, the 
maximum of spurious velocity is observed for the smallest 1τ ≈ 0.01 for both the maximum and RMS spurious velocities. 
This may be explained with the complex coupling between surface tension force calculation and interface advection as 
outlined in [20]. When we reduce the time step 1t more time steps are required to achieve the same time increasing the 
number of operations and the amplification of the perturbations. For the same reason, there is no advantage of using the 
RK3 scheme when markers are transported with a uniform velocity.

We end the translating drop test case by considering the effect of the flow capillary number. In practice, numerical 
simulations are affected by the development of spurious velocities when the characteristic capillary number of the flow is 
not large enough compared to the characteristic capillary number of the spurious currents. For the drop test case, we define 
the drop Capillary number as Ca = µU0/σ and the spurious velocity capillary numbers as C̃amax = max(|U − U0|)µ/σ
and C̃aRMS = |U RMS − U0|µ/σ for the maximum and RMS spurious velocities, respectively. To provide a complete view of 
the method performance, we modify the fluid properties to cover a large range of the drop Capillary number such that 
10−10 ≤ Ca ≤ 1. Results are shown in Figs. 20 for both the spurious velocity and the error in the pressure jump. Both C̃amax

and C̃aRMS are linearly increasing with Ca but their magnitude remains always about 10 orders of magnitude lower than 
Ca. For Ca = O (1) we observe that the error in the maximum pressure jump is significantly increased while the error in 
the average pressure jump is less affected. Fig. 21(a) reports the grid test conducted for Ca = 10−10 , the smaller capillary 
number considered here. The time step 1τ = 0.15 is imposed by the stability criteria (5) for the finest grid. The evolution 



Fig. 19. Translating drop test case. Effect of the time step 1t for La = 12000, We = 0.4 and R/1x = 12.8. (a) , Maximum Velocity (F O ); , RMS

Velocity (F O ); , Maximum Velocity (RK3); , RMS Velocity (RK3). (b) Error for , 1Pmax (F O ); , 1Pavg (F O ); , 1Pmax (RK3);

, 1Pavg (RK3). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 20. Translating drop test case with R/1x = 12.8. Effect of the drop capillary number Ca. (a) , Maximum spurious velocity; , RMS spurious
velocity. (b) Relative error for , 1Pmax; , 1Pavg .

for both the spurious velocity magnitude and the error in the pressure are very similar to those reported in Fig. 17. In 
particular the magnitude of the spurious velocities increases with the grid refinement but it remains at a very small level. 
We can conclude that the performance of the method is not sensible of the flow capillary number.

5. Assessment of the reconstruction procedure

We have demonstrated so far that our new method for the capillary calculation with a non-uniform distribution of
markers can maintain spurious velocities close to those obtained with a uniform distribution. The objective of this section 
is now to evaluate the new reconstruction process described in section 3.2. First we check the ability of the reconstruction 
method to reproduce a given shape. Then the reconstruction procedure is used for the simulation of both the static and 
translating drop test cases.

5.1. Accuracy of the reconstruction method

To test the accuracy of the reconstruction process, we consider an ellipsoidal interface of equation x2/9 + y2/4 = 1 in 
a 12 × 12 box [see [36] for details on the initialization]. The ellipse front is initialized with markers uniformly distributed. 
Then the markers are redistributed on the grid cells following the reconstruction procedure. We measure the maximum 
relative error between the markers y-coordinates obtained after reconstruction and the exact ellipse equation. We vary the 
ratio 1s/1x where 1s is the average length of the elements and 1x is the Eulerian grid size. In Fig. 22(a) the number of 
elements N is varied from 10 to 100 for a fixed grid (16 × 16 cells) while in Fig. 22(b), the grid size 1x is varied from 



Fig. 21. Translating drop test case. Effect of the grid spacing R/1x for Ca = 10−10 . (a) , Maximum spurious velocity; , RMS spurious velocity.
(b) Relative error for , 1Pmax; , 1Pavg .

Fig. 22. Effect of 1s/1x for the reconstruction of the ellipse x2/9 + y2/4 = 1: (a) Varying the number of Lagrangian markers 1si for the grid 16 × 16, 
(b) Varying the Eulerian grid size 1xi for 100 markers.

16 × 16 to 168 × 168 cells for a fixed number of elements (N = 10). For clarity we note 1xi (resp. 1si) when the grid size 
(resp. the element length) is varied.

Fig. 22(a) shows that the error decreases when decreasing 1si/1x on a given grid. Indeed, the shape description is 
improved by the initial marker distribution when their number is increased. The maximum error is around 0.4% for the 
maximum ratio tested (1si/1x = 2.1). Fig. 22(b) also shows the decrease of the error when decreasing 1s/1xi . When the 
Eulerian grid resolution is improved for a fixed number of markers (increase in 1s/1xi ), the error on the shape increases. 
Indeed, when 1s/1xi is increased for a fixed number of elements, the circle Ce generated from the two markers of each 
element e intersects an increasing number of cells generating new markers located on the circle Ce that is a local approxi-
mation of the ellipse shape. The error with the ellipsoidal shape of reference is then increased. Thus, front elements of large 
size can bring errors in the transfer of information between the front and the Eulerian grid. Finally, according to this test, 
the element length 1s should be chosen smaller than the grid size 1x.

5.2. Optimum value for the threshold 1smin

It has been reported in [7] that the reconstruction process of a non-uniform distribution of markers affects the hybrid 
formulation capacity to reduce spurious velocities. During the reconstruction process small elements can be generated, 
typically when the interface position is close to a corner of the Eulerian grid. The question addressed is this section concerns 
the minimum size 1smin allowed for an element in order to keep the spurious currents close to machine precision. The 
static drop test case as defined in section 4.1 is first considered. A drop of radius R = 0.25 is introduced in a 2D box of 
size L × H = 1 × 1 described using a uniform grid spacing 1x = L/25. The densities and dynamic viscosities are set to one. 
The surface tension is chosen such that La = 12000. The simulation starts with a uniform front with 1s/1x = 1.0 and the 
time step 1t = 10−5 is used. The reconstruction procedure is applied every nt = 100 time steps. The tested values for the 



Fig. 23. Static drop test case. Effect of 1smin on the development of the spurious velocities. (a) Maximum Capillary number based on the spurious velocities;
1smin = 0 1x; 1smin = 0.11x; 1smin = 0.21x; 1smin = 0.31x; 1smin = 0.41x. (b) Relative error for the pressure jump:

1Pmax; 1Pavg . (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 24. Translating drop test case. Effect of 1smin on the development of the spurious velocities. (a) Maximum velocity; 1smin = 0.01x;

1smin = 0.11x; 1smin = 0.21x; 1smin = 0.31x; 1smin = 0.41x. (b) Zoom. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure, the
reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

minimum value 1smin in the reconstruction are 1smin = 0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3 and 0.4 times 1x. 1smin/1x = 0 means that any 
element of length 1s is conserved. If 1s ≤ 1smin then the markers are fused together following the procedure explained in 
section 3.2. The maximum Capillary number based on the spurious velocities is reported in Fig. 23(a). There, two types of 
evolution are observed. For 1smin/1x = 0 (blue), 1smin/1x = 0.1 (red) and 1smin/1x = 0.2 (orange), the Capillary number 
stabilizes to a value close to 10−5 while for 1smin/1x = 0.3 (black) and 1smin/1x = 0.4 (green) the Capillary number 
remains close to machine precision. It is clear that the condition 1smin > 0.21x is required to obtain spurious velocities 
comparable to those obtained with a uniform distribution. For 1smin ≤ 0.21x, the maximum Ca stabilizes to the value 
observed in Fig. 8(a) (red line) when the force f is calculated at the marker position (equation (16)).

Fig. 23(b) shows the relative error for the maximum and average pressure jumps as a function of 1smin/1x. The maxi-

mum (resp. average) pressure jump error decreases (resp. increases) with 1smin/1x. For 1smin/1x > 0.2 both errors meet 
roughly with a value around 0.05%.

The translating drop test case is now considered with the same domain, grid spacing, time step and fluid properties. The 
Laplace number is La = 12000 and the velocity U0 is selected to have We = 0.4. The front is initialized with a uniform 
distribution of markers satisfying 1s/1x = 1. The reconstruction is performed every nt = 100 time steps. Results are shown 
in Fig. 24. The normalized maximum velocity Ũ seems to converge for all the cases except for the ratio 1smin/1x = 0

(any element of size 1s being allowed). The zoom in Fig. 24(b) shows that only for the ratios 1s/1x > 0.2 (black and 
green lines) the spurious current are stabilized at τ = 1. The error in the pressure jump seems to be independent of 1smin

(Fig. 25). The relative error in the average and maximum pressure jumps are around 0.001% and 0.0002%, respectively.
To understand why a small value for 1smin amplifies the spurious velocity, we consider equation (15). Substitution of tk

and tk−1 given by equation (31) in the local capillary force contribution f e/σ = tk − tk−1 of the front element e yields:



Fig. 25. Translating drop test case: effect of 1smin on the relative error for the pressure jump. 1Pmax; 1Pavg .

Fig. 26. Translating drop test case. Effect of the number of time step nt between two reconstructions. (a) , Maximum normalized spurious velocity Ũ ;

, RMS normalized spurious velocity Ũ . (b) Relative error for pressure jump; 1Pmax; 1Pavg .

f e/σ = te1se+1 + te+11se√
1s2e+1 + 1s2e + 21se+11sete · te+1

− te−11se + te1se−1√
1s2e + 1s2e−1 + 21se1se−1te−1 · te

(33)

From relation (33) we see that fe/σ → 0 as 1se → 0 as expected. However, this relation shows that when 1se−1 →
0 (resp. 1se+1 → 0) the contribution of the tangent te−1 (resp. te+1) in the calculation of fe does not vanish. Indeed, 
considering for example the limit of relation (33) when 1se−1 → 0 we get:

f e/σ = te1se+1 + te+11se√
1s2e+1 + 1s2e + 21se+11sete · te+1

− te−1

In fact, when 1se−1/1se → 0 (resp. 1se+1/1se → 0) maker k −1 and k −2 (resp. k and k +1) becomes very close compared 
to neighboring markers so that tk−1 → te−1 (resp. tk → te+1), giving a non-expected importance of the corresponding 
elements e −1 (resp. e +1) in the capillary force contribution of element e. This particular behavior explains why a threshold 
for 1s is required.

5.3. Frequency of reconstruction

The frequency of reconstruction is now analyzed for the case of the translating drop for La = 12000 and We = 0.4. 
Different numbers of time steps nt = 10, 50, 100 and 200 between two reconstructions are compared. Results are shown in 
Fig. 26. The magnitude of the spurious velocities are kept close to machine precision for all the values of nt . However, the 
spurious velocities increase when increasing the frequency of reconstruction. Indeed, errors induced by the circle-segment 
line intersection are amplified when the frequency of reconstruction is increased. The average error in both the average and 
mean pressure jump is constant for all the frequency of reconstruction considered.



Fig. 27. 2D oscillating drop test case using: Front tracking (present); Level-Set-CSF. (a) Maximum Velocity evolution. (b) Kinetic Energy evolution.
(c) Maximum Pressure jump. (d) Average Pressure jump. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure, the reader is referred to the web version
of this article.)

5.4. 2D oscillating drop test case

We close this series of tests with a test proposed in [36] and reproduced in [7] for a large Laplace number La. An elliptical 
drop of equation x2/0.0032 + y2/0.0022 = 1 is initialized inside a 0.01 × 0.01 box with periodic boundary conditions. 
Properties are set such that the density and viscosity jumps are 1000 and 10 respectively. Surface tension is σ = 0.1 and 
the corresponding Laplace number is La = 5 ×105 . The number of time steps between two reconstructions is nt = 1000 and 
the grid is made of 64 × 64 uniform cells. After initialization the drop shape oscillates and converges to a circular shape 
while the velocity in the domain vanishes.

This test is of particular interest since according to [37], for large density ratios and high Laplace numbers La, intense 
spurious velocities should be observed and should destroy the interface. We experienced this when we tried for comparison 
purpose to perform the simulation with the VOF-FCT-CSF (FCT for Flux-Corrected Transport) method of JADIM. The VOF-
FCT-CSF method produces catastrophic results not shown here, but we can mention that it took 15000 time steps to destroy 
the interface. So instead we used the Level Set-CSF method in JADIM for the comparison [see [20] for details on both the 
VOF-FCT-CSF and the Level Set-CSF methods].

Fig. 27(a) shows the evolution of the maximum velocity inside the domain. It can be seen that the velocity is decreasing 
with time for the present front-tracking method with reconstruction, while the Level Set-CSF method seems to reach a 
minimum value at Umax ≈ 10−2 . The tendency is confirmed when looking at the kinetic energy evolution (Ek =

∫
ρU 2dV ). 

For the Level Set-CSF method the kinetic energy reaches a minimum Ek ≈ 10−8 while for our front-tracking method Ek is 
still decreasing at the end of the simulation (see Fig. 27(b)). Figs. 27(c) and 27(d) show the maximum and average pressure 
jumps normalized using σ /req where req is the equivalent radius based on the initial ellipse area. The present front-tracking
implementation reproduces a correct stabilized pressure jump while it does not converge for the Level-set method. Note that 
no volume correction [20] was applied here and we found that the drop area starts increasing with time after oscillations 
have ceased (t ≈ 3) for the Level-Set-CSF method. At t ≈ 5, the Level-Set-CSF method shows an increase of 25% of the drop 
area while the error was found to be less than 1% with the front tracking method.



Fig. 28. Initialization of the bubble rising test.

Table 1

Density ratio, viscosity ratio, Reynolds number and Eötvös number for the two selected cases for the simulation of a 2D rising bubble.

Case ρ1/ρ2 µ1/µ2 σ g Re Eo

1 10 10 24.5 0.98 35 10

2 1000 100 1.96 0.98 35 125

6. Benchmarking the front tracking method

The new front tracking implementation is now compared to simulations of reference from the literature. We have se-
lected the simulation of 2D rising bubbles [17]. These tests allow us to evaluate relatively large interface deformation to 
assess the robustness of both the new local surface tension force calculation and the reconstruction method. An initial cir-
cular bubble of radius R = 0.25 is introduced into a box containing a liquid (see Fig. 28). No slip and symmetry conditions 
are applied on the horizontal and the vertical boundaries, respectively.

A constant gravity field g is imposed. We introduce the Eötvös number Eo = 4ρ1gR
2/σ and the Reynolds number 

Re = ρ12R
3/2g1/2/µ based on the characteristic velocity 

√
gR and the bubble diameter. The fluid properties are reported in

Table 1 for the two cases considered.
Four uniform grids are made with 1x = 1/40, 1/80, 1/160 and 1/320 and the corresponding time steps 1t = 1x/16

are used. In [17], three different codes have simulated these cases. The code 1 (TU Dortmund, Inst. of Applied Math.) uses 
a FEM-Level Set method, the code 2 (EPFL Lausanne, Inst. of Analysis and Sci. Comp.) uses a FEM-Level Set method and 
the code 3 (Univ. Magdeburg, Inst. of Analysis and Num. Math.) uses a FEM-ALE method. For details we refer the reader to 
[17]. For the two cases considered here, the interface is initialized with a non-uniform distribution of markers. The markers 
are generated by intersecting the initial bubble shape with the Eulerian grid, with the constraint 1s/1x > 0.2. The bubble 
center position Yc , circularity c̆ and rise velocity V c are calculated as follows:

Yc =
∑

i, j C i j yi j Ai j

Ab

(34)

c̆ = 2π

L

√
Ab

π
(35)

V c =
∑

i, j C i jv i j Ai j

Ab

(36)

In these relations, the index i j denote the Eulerian grid cells. Ai j , Ab and L are the cell area, the bubble area and the bubble 
perimeter, respectively. Ab and L are calculated as:

Ab =
∑

i j

C i j Ai j (37)

L =
∑

k

1sk (38)

Three measures of the relative differences ei (i = 1, ..3) between the methods are introduced [see [17]]. For any quantity qt , 
they are defined as



Fig. 29. Numerical simulation of a 2D rising bubble in a stagnant fluid (case 1: Re = 35 and Eo = 10, ρ1/ρ2 = 100 and µ1/µ2 = 10). (a) Bubble shape, 
(b) bubble circularity c̆, (c) bubble center position Yc and (d) bubble rise velocity V c . The frequency of the front reconstruction is , nt = 10; , 
nt = 50; , nt = 100; , nt = 200. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure, the reader is referred to the web version of this 
article.)

e1 =
∑

t |qt,ref − qt |∑
t |qt,ref |

(39)

e2 =
(∑

t |qt,ref − qt |2∑
t |qt,ref |2

)1/2

(40)

e3 =
maxt |qt,ref − qt |

maxt |qt,ref |
(41)

where qt,ref is the quantity of reference. When a grid convergence is performed, the reference quantity qt,ref is the quantity 
qt obtained with the finest grid. The values of the different quantities provided by the benchmark are given at http :/ /www.

featflow.de /en /benchmarks /cfdbenchmarking /bubble .html.

6.1. Rising Bubble (case 1)

The parameters of case 1 are Re = 35, Eo = 10, ρ1/ρ2 = 100 and µ1/µ2 = 10. The frequency of reconstruction is tested 
with nt = 10, 50, 100 and 200 using the grid size 1x = 1/40. Results are shown in Fig. 29 and the differences in Table 2. 
Bubble shape, circularity, centroid position and rise velocity seem to be independent of nt . Zooms reported in Figs. 30(a) and 
30(b) are necessary to see some small differences between the different simulations. Table 2 summarizes for each case the 
difference with the reference given by code 1. The reported values confirm that the different frequencies of reconstruction 
considered provide similar results. For the next tests we have chosen nt = 100. Note that the process of front reconstruction 
could also be triggered by testing at each time step the minimum and maximum front element size and acting accordingly. 
In this work however, we prescribe a fixed frequency of reconstruction for simplicity.



Table 2

Numerical simulation of a 2D rising bubble in a stagnant fluid (case 1: Re = 35 and Eo = 10, ρ1/ρ2 = 100
and µ1/µ2 = 10). Effect of the reconstruction frequency using 1x = 1/40. The reference for the difference 
calculation is provided by code 1.

nt e1 e2 e3

Circularity c̆

10 2.80e−03 3.28e−03 6.07e−03

50 2.76e−03 3.23e−03 6.01e−03

100 2.81e−03 3.28e−03 6.18e−03

200 2.68e−03 3.11e−03 5.84e−03

Centroid position Yc

10 2.41e−03 3.37e−03 5.69e−03

50 2.53e−03 3.52e−03 5.96e−03

100 2.46e−03 3.43e−03 5.79e−03

200 2.38e−03 3.28e−03 5.46e−03

Rise velocity V c

10 1.30e−02 1.47e−02 2.19e−02

50 1.23e−02 1.40e−02 2.17e−02

100 1.26e−02 1.43e−02 2.15e−02

200 1.34e−02 1.49e−02 2.17e−02

Fig. 30. Zoom of (a) Fig. 29(b) and (b) Fig. 29(d). The frequency of the front reconstruction is , nt = 10; , nt = 50; , nt = 100; , nt = 200. 
(For interpretation of the references to color in this figure, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

The effect of the grid size is now reported in Fig. 31. The simulations are clearly converging to the case of reference 
(code 1 with 1x = 1/320). Interestingly, we can notice that the reported results are few impacted by the grid resolution. The 
coarsest grid 1x = 1/40 (in blue) gives very close results to the ones obtained with the finest grid 1x = 1/320. Circularity 
seems to be the most affected variable by the coarsest grid. In Fig. 31(b), the maximum difference is observed at t = 2, 
the grid 1x = 1/40 gives c̆ = 0.897 while the grid of reference 1x = 1/320 gives c̆ = 0.901, a difference less than 0.5%. 
According to Fig. 31(a), the difference is mainly located at the maximum of curvature of the bubble. The results obtained 
with 1x = 1/320 are now compared in Table 3 with the results obtained with code 1 [17] using the same grid. A very 
good agreement is found for all the considered quantities. The maximum relative difference is 2.75 × 10−3 for the rising 
velocity. Additionally, we show in Appendix A a very good agreement between this new front tracking method and both 
the VOF-FCT-CSF and the Level-Set-CSF methods implemented in our code JADIM [18,24,20]. The mass conservation is also 
compared and our improved Front tracking method conserves mass at a very good level of 10−3% for this test case.

6.2. Rising Bubble (case 2)

The parameters of case 2 are Re = 35, Eo = 125, ρ1/ρ2 = 1000 and µ1/µ2 = 100. The simulation is made using 1x =
1/320 and the frequency of reconstruction is nt = 100. The comparison of the bubble shape between the different codes is 
shown in Fig. 32. As observed with code 3 using a FEM-ALE method [17], our front tracking method can not handle break-up 
automatically, instead, the simulation keep stretching the bubble skirt. However, except in the skirt zone of break-up, the 
bubble shape is found in very good agreement with the other codes.

The bubble circularity, centroid position and rise velocity are reported in Fig. 33. The circularity evolution for the present 
front tracking method is nearly identical to that of code 1 up to t ≈ 2.3. After t ≈ 2.3, the circularity calculation is affected 
by the small bubbles generated by the rupture of the bubble skirt (see Fig. 33(a)). The Centroid position shown in Fig. 33(b)



Fig. 31. Evolution of a 2D rising bubble in stagnant fluid (case 1: Re = 35 and Eo = 10, ρ1/ρ2 = 100 and µ1/µ2 = 10) for 1x: , 1/40; , 1/80;
, 1/160; , 1/320; , Ref. 1/320. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure, the reader is referred to the web version of this

article.)

Table 3

Comparison between the present front tracking method and code 1 [17] for the 2D rising bubble test case 1

(Re = 35, Eo = 10, ρ1/ρ2 = 100 and µ1/µ2 = 10). The grid is 1x = 1/320.

e1 e2 e3

Circularity c̆ 9.75e−05 1.22e−04 2.62e−04

Centroid position Yc 8.69e−05 1.35e−04 2.58e−04

Rise velocity V c 1.90e−03 2.10e−03 2.75e−03

is virtually independent of the break-up process. The rise velocity is the most sensible quantity for all the codes considered 
including the present marker method (see Fig. 33(c)) and the maximum difference observed at the end of the simulation 
is ranging from 6.1% with code 1 to 0.9% with code 2. The difference between our front tracking method and code 1 are 
reported in Table 4, confirming what Fig. 33 shows: a very good agreement is found and the largest difference is obtained 
for the circularity.

7. Conclusions

In this work we have improved the 2D front tracking method and we have implemented it inside our in-house code
JADIM. The hybrid formulation [7] for the calculation of the surface tension force has been reconsidered with the calculation 
of tangents at markers position. Spurious currents are then reduced to machine precision for both uniform and non-uniform
distribution of markers. The new implementation was tested against the static and translating drop test cases for diverse 
Laplace and capillary numbers. Tests on the time step 1t and grid spacing 1x reveals that both time and grid convergence 
can not be observed at this level of precision due to the effect of round-off error.

This new approach to calculate tangents allowed us also to propose a new reconstruction scheme by which the front 
can be redistributed/reconstructed automatically at prescribed time intervals. This reconstruction scheme is based on circles 



Fig. 32. Bubble shape for the rising bubble of case 2 (Re = 35, Eo = 125, ρ1/ρ2 = 1000 and µ1/µ2 = 100) at time t = 3 for 1x = 1/320 simulated with: 
, code 1; , code 2; , code 3; , present marker method in JADIM. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure, the reader

is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 33. Evolution of (a) the circularity, (b) the bubble center and (c) and the rising velocity of the 2D rising bubble of case 2 (Re = 35, Eo = 125,

ρ1/ρ2 = 1000 and µ1/µ2 = 100) for 1x = 1/320: , code 1; , code 2; , code 3; , Present marker method in JADIM. (For interpretation 
of the references to color in this figure, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)



Table 4

2D rising bubble (case 2) with 1x = 1/130. Comparison against code 1.

e1 e2 e3

Circularity c̆ 3.75e−02 8.44e−02 2.16e−01

Centroid position Yc 2.53e−03 4.15e−03 9.16e−03

Rise velocity V c 3.29e−02 3.88e−02 6.37e−02

whose radius are taken from curvature information in the front and then are intersected with the Eulerian grid faces. The 
precision and stability of this reconstruction was tested and it was shown that the range 0.2 < 1s/1x ≤ 1 provides the 
most accurate reconstruction given a known geometry and also provides stability in the spurious velocity reduction for both 
static and translating drop test cases. Also, the new reconstruction scheme was tested for a large La number, obtaining 
much better results than those obtained for the Level-Set-CSF method.

Finally, this new implementation was tested against the benchmark results proposed for a rising 2D bubble [17]. For a 
moderate interface deformation (Case 1), the results are independent of the frequency of reconstruction with small differ-
ences with the reference. Comparisons with the VOF-FCT-CSF and Level-Set-CSF methods implemented in JADIM show also 
good agreement. For the test case 2, where large deformations and break-up are present in the bubble skirt, the perfor-
mance of the current implementation is comparable to those of the benchmark, specifically to code 3 not able to handle 
break-up as in our front method implementation. Nevertheless, the tested quantities (bubble shape, velocity and centroid 
position) are in very good agreement with the other codes.
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Appendix A. Comparison against Level-Set-CSF and VOF-CSF methods

In this appendix we compare the results obtained for a rising bubble (case 1 in Table 1) with both the VOF-FCT-CSF 
and the Level-Set-CSF methods of JADIM [see [18,24,20]]. The volume correction [20] was not applied for the simulations 
reported here. The grid used for the simulation is 1x = 1/320.

The shape of the bubble at t = 3 is compared in Fig. A.34. The bubble shape is almost the same for the VOF-FCT-CSF, 
Level-Set-CSF and the present front-tracking method. A detailed inspection indicate that the Front method is closer to the 
Level set method. Results showing the evolution of circularity, centroid position and rise velocity are shown in Figs. A.35(a), 
A.35(b) and A.35(c). We see that circularity, centroid position and rise velocity are almost the same for the three methods.

Circularity seems to be the more sensible quantity. A closer look to the final times, shown in Figs. A.36(a), A.36(b) and

A.36(c), reveals that the present front-tracking method is closer to the Level-Set-CSF than to the VOF-FCT-CSF. This is con-
firmed by the differences between the present front tracking method with the Level-Set-CSF and the VOF-FCT-CSF methods

shown in Tables A.5 and A.6, respectively.
Finally, we report the evolution of the mass conservation for the three methods in Fig. A.37. As indicated, the volume 

correction [20] was not applied for the simulations reported here for the Level-Set-CSF and the VOF-FCT-CSF. The present 
front tracking method appears to provide the best performances with an error around 10−3% compared to 10−2% and 1% 
for the VOF and Level Set, respectively.

Fig. A.34. Rising Bubble shape at t = 3 (Case 1, Table 1). , Level-Set-CSF; , VOF-FCT; , Present front tracking method. (For interpretation of
the references to color in this figure, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)



Fig. A.35. Evolution of a 2D rising bubble in stagnant fluid for 1x = 1/320 (case 1). Comparison of the methods in JADIM: , Level-Set-CSF; ,

VOF-FCT-CSF; , Present front tracking method. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure, the reader is referred to the web version of
this article.)

Table A.5

Comparison for case 1 of the present front-tracking method against the Level-Set-CSF method of JADIM.

e1 e2 e3

Circularity c̆ 1.46e−03 1.85e−03 3.03e−03

Centroid position Yc 9.73e−04 1.22e−03 1.88e−03

Rise velocity V c 3.06e−03 3.34e−03 4.83e−03

Table A.6

Comparison for case 1 of the present front-tracking with the VOF-FCT-CSF of JADIM.

e1 e2 e3

Circularity c̆ 9.89e−04 1.40e−03 2.85e−03

Centroid position Yc 1.92e−03 2.48e−03 3.68e−03

Rise velocity V c 6.32e−03 6.87e−03 8.84e−03

Appendix B. Detailed derivation of the new tangent calculation at marker position

The derivation of the exact expression of the tangent tk at marker k as a function of the tangent te and te+1 of elements 
e and e + 1 of length 1se and 1se+1 is derived here (see Fig. 5). We consider than the markers positions Mk−1 , Mk and 
Mk+1 are located on the same circle in order to be consistent with the front reconstruction method. By definition minuscule 
vectors refer to unit vectors while majuscule vectors refers to any vector (non-necessarily with unit length).

We introduce A the point on the circle that defines the diameter AMk . We also introduce the normal N z of the plane 
(Mk−1MkMk+1) defined as

N z = te × te+1 (B.1)



Fig. A.36. Evolution of a 2D rising bubble in stagnant fluid for 1x = 1/320 (case 1). Zoom of Fig. A.35. Comparison of the methods in JADIM: ,

Level-Set-CSF; , VOF-FCT-CSF; , Present front tracking method. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure, the reader is referred
to the web version of this article.)

Fig. A.37. Rising Bubble shape (Case 1, Table 1). Evolution of the error in mass conservation. , Level-Set-CSF; , VOF-FCT; , Present front
tracking method. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

A vector tangent to the circle at marker k can be constructed as

T k = N z × AMk = (te × te+1) × AMk (B.2)

giving the relation

T k = te+1(te · AMk) − te(AMk · te+1) (B.3)



Replacing AMk by AMk−1 + 1sete in the first term and by AMk+1 − 1se+1te+1 in the second term and noting that te
(resp. te+1) is orthogonal with AMk−1 (resp. AMk+1), it follows

T k = 1se+1te + 1sete+1 (B.4)

The unit vector tk used for the capillary force calculation is then deduced from T k:

tk = 1se+1te + 1sete+1√
1s2e+1 + 1s2e + 21se+11sete · te+1

(B.5)
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